
If you have a heavy grading workload, the Needs Grading page can help you determine what needs 
attention first. You can view all items ready for grading or review.

For courses with many enrolled students and gradable items, you can use the Needs Grading page 
to organize your grading workload. You can review and grade these gradable items:

    • Individual assignment attempts
    • Group assignment attempts
    • Test attempts
    • Blog and journal entries
    • Wiki page saves
    • Discussion posts

You can customize the view of items with a Needs Grading status. You can sort, filter, hide, and 
grade the most urgent items first. For example, you can sort by due date to ensure you grade your 
final tests by your institution's deadline. 

When you allow multiple attempts, you may not need to grade some of the attempts. You can hide 
the attempts that don't need grading to further organize your grading workload.

If students submitted work after the due date, the items appear with a Late label in the Date 
Submitted column.

In an effort to keep the conversion to Blackboard moving, here are a few things to 
note and expect about the layout of Energy Courses in BlackBoard. 
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ACCESS THE NEEDS GRADING PAGE
Control Panel > Grade Center section > Needs Grading page

    A. Select Grade All to begin grading. The Grade All function places all attempts in a queue for easy 
navigation. The items appear in the order they appear on the Needs Grading page.

» Tests with a grading status of Attempt in Progress don't appear on the Needs Grading page.

    B. The total number of items to grade appears above the list of items. After you grade attempts, they 
don't appear on the Needs Grading page. The number of items updates to reflect the current number 
that needs to be graded. If you filter the list, the number reflects how many items match the current 
filter settings. For example, "12 of 17 total items match current filter."

    C. Apply filters to narrow the list by category, item, user, and date submitted. If you apply a filter, only 
the filtered items appear in the list and in the queue. For example, make selections in both the 
Category and User menus to display tests submitted by a particular user. Select Go. The filtered list 
remains in effect until you edit the filter choices or log out. Select the X to collapse the Filter field.

    D. Sort columns to organize your list. To sort a column, select the column title. The sorted list remains in 
effect until you change it or log out. These columns appear on the Needs Grading page:

        • Category: Sort attempts to group all like items together, such as assignments.

        • Item Name: Sort attempts by alphabetical order or reverse alphabetical order.

        • User Attempt: Sort attempts by a student's name. The number of attempts for the item is listed in 
parentheses. For example: "Mary Johnson (Attempt 2 of 2)." Select a user's name to access an 
attempt.

        • Date Submitted: Sort attempts by the date and time students submitted the attempts.

        • Due Date: If you provided a due date when the item was created, sort attempts by due date and 
grade items that are due first.

    E. Access an item's menu and make a selection. For example, for assignments, you can select Grade All 
Users or Grade with User Names Hidden. Interactive items such as blogs have the option to Reset All, 
which clears the activity counter and moves the item out of needs grading status. A total number of 
attempts for the selected item is listed in parentheses.

    F. Select Show All to display up to 1,000 items on one page. Select Edit Paging to change the number 

of items to view per page.
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ACCESS THE NEEDS GRADING PAGE (continued)



GRADING MULTIPLE ATTEMPTS
When you allow multiple attempts, you may not need to grade all of them. The Needs Grading page automatically 
displays only the attempts that need grading based on which attempt you chose to grade—first or last.

You can choose to display all of the attempts from each student or group. Select the check box for Show 
attempts that don't contribute to user's grade and then select Go. The total number of items you need to grade 
increases to include the previously hidden attempts.

For each student or group, all attempts appear. Each attempt that you don't need to grade appears with the 
Does not contribute to user's grade icon. If you enabled anonymous or delegated grading for an assignment, 
multiple attempts are managed in the same ways. To protect anonymity, students' names and attempt statuses 
aren't revealed.

When you select an attempt with the icon, the Does not contribute to user's grade icon appears again on the 
grading page. You can navigate to the attempt that appears with only the Needs Grading icon.

Important: If you allow four attempts and choose to use the last attempt for the grade, you'll see whatever 
attempt is last as the one to grade. So, if a student has made three attempts, the third attempt is currently the 
one to grade. If you grade that attempt, the student can still make another attempt. The next attempt will 
appear as ready to grade because it's the fourth and last attempt.
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